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Know your Fretboard
To best use this e-book,  knowing where the notes are on the fretboard is neccessary.
A system of learning the fretboard will be shown.

Lateral note memorization is the process of learning a scale pattern on the guitar then
learning the location of the notes within the learned pattern. 

Tip:  Make sure you are comfortable playing the patterns. This will keep the distraction of trying 
to remember the pattern while learning the notes to a minimum. 

The first area to learn the notes will be open position.

                    Pattern 1 (Open position)

            

New to Guitar tablature?  

Tablature is a music notation for string instruments. The six lines represent the six strings of the  
guitar.  The numbers on the lines represent the frets to be played.  In some instances standard 
music notation accompanies tablature. As you can see, guitar tablature by itself does not notate 
rhythm. 

You will notice there is a over-run of notes from one pattern to the next. You will be using some 
notes in a new pattern that were studied in a previous pattern. Only natural notes (no  sharps or 
flats) will be studied at this time.

The memorization process

    1. Learn the fingering of the pattern being studied. (Get the patterns down cold .)
  
    2. Then, as you play each note in the pattern, say the name of each note aloud.

      Memorize one pattern before moving onto the next.

      Only the letters A thru G are used to label pitches of sound.



        
       
      
                     Pattern 2  (Position 3)

           

                     Pattern 3 (Position 5)

               
                  
                   
                      Pattern 4 (Position 7)

              



                    Pattern 5 (Position 10)

        

                    Pattern 6 (Position 12)
                    Notice patterns 1and 6 are the same.

          



Two dexterity excercises

This picking excercises focus on on three areas: Picking- Each stroke alternates direction for 
picking efficiency. Frethand dexterity- Fingers move independant of each other. 
Frethand/Pickhand coordination to improve timing and execution.

The excercises are notated in a simple form of Guitar Tablature. The six lines represent the 
strings of the guitar. The top line is the high E string. The numbers within the guitar tablature 
notate the frets to be played. The numbers below the tablature notate which finger to use to
fret the notes.    D and U signify picking direction.

D= DownStroke  

U= Upstroke 

Remember:  Play at a tempo that excercises are performed correctly. The following excercises 
are designed to help with frethand/picking hand coordination. These are simple but effective 
excercises for someone starting to work on improvisation.

Intervals
To help understand the scale and chord structure, you must have an understanding of 
intervals  which signify the distance between the root  note and another note in a scale or 
chord. A root is the note by which other notes are numerically labeled. 

In this case C is the key (or Root). The numbers are the label for
 the distance between the notes. Intervals will be dscussed more
 in depth later in this eBook.



Five note chromatic sequences

The 20-bar excercise below implements 5 note chromatic sequences that are repeated on 
each string. This excercise is easier than it looks once you become familiar with the first four 
measures.

Next Phase
The next 4 pages will explain the  function and sound of each scale within
Major Scale. The patterns for the major scale will follow. Once you have
learned the patterns on pages 7-8, record yourself playing the chords
at 2 measures (8 beats) for each chord.  At first, play the chords at a slow
tempo (speed) to get the sound of the scale in your mind and improve your 
playing of the scale within the context of the chord progression.

The fretboard patterns  on pages 7-8 use numbers to
showC as the root note of each scale within C Major.

Suggestion:  Print out Pages 7 and 8 to use as you go through the 
Major Scale Modes.

The chords used for the excercises on pages 9 thru 12
are derived from the C Major scale. The following chord
progressions are said to be diatonic  to C Major. 



Major Scale Patterns

Some of the patterns for the major scale should be familiar
to you from lateral note memorization. Six patterns 
have been added. You will notice patterns in third, fifth
and sixth position have the same note on different frets
on the G and B strings. This will give you an option
in how to play the patterns.

Open Position                    Second Position

Third Position                   Fourth Position

Fifth Position                      Sixth Position



        

                Seventh Position                             Eighth Position

                    Ninth Position                                  Tenth Position

                 Twelfth Position



Major Scale

Pages 9 and 12  show the patterns used while learning the sounds  of
the Major scale modes. I emphasize learning the sounds of the modes so
so you are not limited to the patterns used in this ebook.

Listen attentively  as you play and improvise with the modes so you can
hear the differences in the modes e.g. major, minor and the more subtle
variations in the scales e.g. [6, b6]  [2, b2] Knowing the sounds will help 
you determine which mode(s) to use with or against a chord progression.

The Major Scale  is a sequence of whole-steps and half-steps that continue until the octave is 
reached. Example: The distance between middle C  to C is one octave.

                                               Ionian (Major Scale)

Suggestion:  Make a  3 minute recording of yourself playing  C Major7 to F Major7 
(2 measure for each chord). At first , record at a slow tempo. This will help in acguiring the 
sound of the scale as well as the fingering pattern. 

C Major7              F Major7

          



Dorian and other modes
Within the major scale, are other scales or modes which are made by using another note 
within the Major scale as a Root for another scale. Using 2  as the root for a scale, the whole 
step/Half step sequence changes to W H W W W H W. Likewise the intervals change thus 
producing the Dorian Scale.  Emphasis is placed on the 2  as the Root for Dorian

       
   Dorian works well against a Blues type progression. Example: Dm7 G7

Dm7                           G7

             

Phrygian
                 

Phrygian is the third mode of the major scale. Phrygian has a Spanish
guitar sound with the b2 and b6. When playing either of these notes the 
ear wants to hear  the b2 resolve to the Root and the b6 resolve to the 5
which gives the scale a sound of urgency. Emphasize the 3 of the patterns 
as the Root for Phrygian.
                                                 Phrygian Scale

With E minor7 as the Root chord, the F Major7 wants to resolve back to the Eminor 7

E minor7                F Major7

        



Lydian
Lydian is a Major scale with the #4. Jazz musicians like to use it 
over Major7 chords.  Example: C Lydian over C Major7. Emphasis is 
placed on the 4 of the patterns as the Root for Lydian
.
                                   Lydian Scale

Suggestion:  Play each chord for 4 measures to help establish
the sound of the Lydian scale in your mind.

F Major7                CMajor7

           

Mixolydian

The Mixolydian Scale is a Major scale with a b7 interval. Major chords 
with a b7  are also known as Dominant chords. When a dominant chord
is used as a V (five)chord, the mind wants to hear the V chord
resolve back to the I (one) chord. The same is true for the Mixolydian
scale. Emphasize the 5 of the patterns as the Root for Mixolydian.

                                     Mixolydian

G7                             C

              



Aeolian
Aeolian is also known as the Natural minor scale. When a song or
progression is said to be in a minor key, The natural minor scale
dictates the notes to be used. The natural minor sound has a darker
mood or feel. Emphasize the 6 of the patterns as the Root for Aeolian.

                                            Aeolian scale

Am7                            Dm7

              

Locrian

Locrian is used mostly used for the ii chord in a ii-V-I  progression in
a minor key. Emphasize the 7 of the patterns as the Root for Locrian.

                           Locrian Scale

Bm7b5                Em                  Am7

       



Melodic Minor

When seventh chords are  constructed from a minor key. . . .

Root  chord is minor7  
ii chord is minor7b5
bIII chord is major7
iv  chord is minor7
v chord s minor 7
bVI chord is major7  
bVII chord is dominant7 .

In the Key of A minor, the v (5) chord is Em7 (E G B D). The G does not
have a strong pull to resolve to the A note in Am7. Raising the G to
G# creates a stronger pull to A. G# is a leading tone being only a 1/2 
step from A.  

Now the notes are A B C D E F G# (W H W W H b3)  which
creates the Harmonic minor scale. (To be discussed later)

The b3 interval between F and G#  sounds odd when played melodically. 
By raising the F note a 1/2 step to F#, the b3 interval is reduced 
to a whole step which creates the Melodic minor scale.

A Melodic minor is A B C D E F# G# (W H W W W W H)

So the Melodic minor scale  is a minor scale with a raised 6 and raised 7.

In modern music, Melodic minor and its modes are used as altered
scales that imply a sound that is not expected. Altered scales are
generally used sparingly but do have an interesting effect  and 
function within a song.

For this study, the key of A Melodic minor(A B C D E F# G#) 
will be used.

Suggestion:  Print out pages 14 and 15  for the Melodic minor
mode studies.



Melodic Minor Patterns

                                                        Open Position                      First Position

         

  Second Position                    Third Position

        

  Fourth Position                      Fifth Position

          



   

 Sixth Position                    Seventh Position

         

    Eigth Position                      Ninth Position

         

  Tenth Position                    Eleventh Position

         



Melodic Minor

 Melodic minor is most commonly used when the V chord is major
in a minor key signature 
Example: A melodic minor scales can be used over E7 then use
A Natural minor over Am7

E7                          Am7

           
  A Melodic Minor      A Minor

Phrygian #6
As you can tell from its name this mode can substitute for phrygian.
The sound of urgency to resolve to the Root chord in minor is
 somewhat diffused by the raising the 6 a whole step away from the 5

B7                          Em7

          
B Phrygian #6      A Natural Minor
Use the scale for the chord above it.



Remember: Emphasize the 2 in melodic minor as your root note of 
the Phrygian #6 scale.

Lydian Augmented (Lydian#5)

Lydian mode (in Major) is a Major scale with a #4. Now the  element
of the #5 is present as well. To acguire the sound of Lydian #5, it
will be necessary to play chord derived from the scale.  In this case,
C#5 or Cmaj7#5. By playing Lydian#5 over Cmaj7, you will hear
the difference (Lydian vs. Lydian#5). Emphasize the b3 of melodic
minor to hear the Lydian#5 sound.

C#5                Cmaj7#5              Cmaj7

               

Lydian Dominant
Lydian Dominant has an element of the outside sound with the
raised #4 leading to 5. The #4 is not a drastic change from the
4 of Mixolydian (Fifth mode of major) but is melodically interesting.

D7                          D7#11

            
The voicing for the D7#11 does not have the Root or 5 but will
give you a good background to play Lydian b7 against.
Emphasize the 4 of melodic as the root for this scale.



                             

                   Mixolydian b6
This scale can also be called Dominant b6 It works well over the
V chord in a ii-V-I progression. Mixolydian b6 can be used over
an augmented chord even when the 5 is present. The b6 is 
 the same interval as #5.

Bm7                       E7           or              E#5                       AM7

                               
B dorian              |---------Mixolydian b6------------|       A Major or Lydian

Locrian #2
The b2 of Locrian (a mode of the major scale) can be considered a 
note to avoid. By raising the b2  1/2 step makes the scale more interesting
 to use. Locrian  #2 works well over minor7b5 in a ii-V-I.

  F#m7b5                        B7                          Em7

                     
     Locrian #2             Mixolydian b6             E Minor



Altered Scale
In the altered scale the major 3rd and b7 are present. All other intervals
are altered e.g. [b2 #2]  [#4(b5)   #5(b6)] The altered 2 is commonly
notated as an chord extension e.g. b9 or #9. Altered is a staple in Jazz 
music due to the melodic and harmonic possibilities within this
one scale. Ailtered is also called diminished wholetone
because it has elements of both diminished and wholetone scales. 

Chords such as  7b9b5, 7b9#5, 7#9#5, 7#9b5 are derived directly 
from the altered scale.  Also, this scale can be  superimposed over 
chords with the perfect 5 present such as 7b9, 7#9, 9#11, 9#11b13,
etc.

 
D#m7               G#7b9#5                C#M7

                    
D# Dorian         G# Altered      C Major or Lydian

Harmonic Minor Modes
 The Modes of Harmonic Minor are an acquired sound ecspecially
with the b3 interval between the b6 and 7. As you work through
Harmonic Minor and its modes, remember to be patient. The sound
of Harmonic Minor will become a part of your playing vernacular.

 



   Harmonic Minor Patterns

 Open Position                  First Position

      Second Position                 Third Position

    Fourth Position                 Fifth Position

  



 Sixth Position                    Seventh Position

    Eighth Position                   Ninth Position

  Tenth Position                Eleventh Position



Harmonic Minor  can easily be used over ii-V-i in minor.
Example: If the A minor is the key signature, Bm7b5-E7-Am7
would be the chords Harmonic Minor would be used over.

When this scale is harmonized, Am(maj7) is the chord.
Which will be in the following chord progression.

    Am               Am(maj7)            Am7                D7

            
    A Dorian         A Harm. . .      |---------A Dorian-----------|

2 Harmonic Minor is easily used for ii-V in a ii-V-i 
in minor. The ii chord will be minor7b5 as shown in the progession 

.  
                               Bm7b5                 E7b9                 Am7

                                    
          |---A Harmonic Minor---------|        A  Aeolian



3 Harmonic Minor  (when harmonized) produces a Cmaj7#5
chord. Cmaj7#5 can be used as a substitute for E7 In the key of 
A minor. Cmaj7#5 pulls to resolve to the i chord in minor (Amin).

                     Fmaj7                   Cmaj7#5                Am7

                           

4 Harmonic Minor  is a minor scale with a #4
This scale can be used over a Minor7b5 chord.
Remember:  On page 5, #4 and b5 are two interval
names for the same note.  4 Harmonic is one of very
few scales that have both b5 and perfect 5 within the 
scale. Because of this, 4 Harmonic can be used for 
 Min7 and Min7b5 chord.  For Min7 : The #4 functions
as a leading tone to theperfect 5.For Min7b5:  
The perfect 5 should be used sparingly or avoided.
             

         
                 Dmin7b5                  G7                 Cmin7

                         
                   4 Harm. .           G Altered          C Aeolian

           (7 Melodic)
 
Remember:  Play the progession at a tempo you can play it correctly.



5 Harmonic  works well over the V chord in ii-V-I progression.
Particularly chords such as 7b9, 11b9 and b13b9.

                
                    Bm7                 E7b9              Amaj7

                

6 Harmonic   can be used over the IV chord (major7) in
a major key. Like the lydian scale, 6 harmonic has the  #4
and it also has #2(b3) which can act as a leading tone to 
the  major 3rd.

              
                          Cmaj7                    Fmaj7

                               
                      |-C major ------------6 Harmonic-|



7 Harmonic  is much like the altered scale. (7Melodic)
Notice in 7 Harmonic there is no seperation between the 
#5 and 6 (b13 and 13). This will produce a  tonal clash
since there is only a 1/2 step interval between the notes.

Altered:          R b2 #2 3 #4 #5 b7
7 Harmonic :  R b2 #2 3 #4 #5  6

             
                     b9     #9          #11  b13   13
      
        |-C# Major------G# 7 Harmonic---------C# Major---|
   
         D#m7                  G#7b9#5            C#maj7

              

Final Words . . . . .

Fellow Guitarist,
        It is my hope that this ebook will help you attain some of 
your goals as a musician. I know that the work involved
can sometimes be tedious but when a measure of mastery
has occurred, It is all worth it.

Good luck in your music endeavor -Scott Irvine
Founder of GuitarAcademyOnline.com
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